Preparatio
Measure the length of the fence and calculate the number of poles
required. We use a 3 in x 16 swg Aluminium Round pole. These are
supplied by us at 160cm. Poles supplied by Katzecure are 1600 mm
so when tted with the End Sleeves makes a total pole length of 1650
mm.
In the example below, 4 off 1830 mm (6’) panels, in between 75mm
(3”) posts equals 7695mm. We divide this length by the pole length
we are going to use. Therefore 7695/1650 = 4.6 pole bays. Therefore
we would t four full size pole bays and cut the last pole bay to t.

Fitting

Fit the 150 mm by 25 mm (6” by 1”) backing board. Here
we attach to the fence posts rather than the fence panel,
which allows easy replacement of the panel should it
become damaged at some point in the future
It is often easier to rst decide on the line of the poles and
to t a string line to follow when tting the backing boards
Sometimes the boards may join at a post, but it is also
acceptable to cut a short section of board to attach behind
the join to provide support and stability
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Fit the brackets with 5 off 1 inch no 10 Dome Head
Black Cap wood screws. There are three ways to t the
brackets: Firstly with a distancing jib at 1660 to
1665mm. We have a video of this on our website we
would recommend watching for this. Secondly with a
xed length of pole, the metal supports of the bracket
can be spaced at the length of the pole plus 35 to 40
mm. When using the Katzecure poles, the centres of
the brackets should be spaced at 1655 to 1660 mm.
The other way is to measure the distance between the
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Aluminium Pole Continuation Kit Instruction

Aluminium Pole Continuation Kit Instruction
inner faces of the black roller supports and take off 65 to 70 mm
If you should need to trim down a pole, then use a ne tooth hacksaw (suitable for cutting metal)
with a Mitre Block that will accommodate a 78mm diameter tube. Please Note: Always wear
protective gloves and eye wear

Slide the End Sleeve into the end of the pole, then locate in place with a rm strike with a rubber
mallet. The collar on the End Sleeve and the end of the plastic pole should be ush. Please note:
Do not strike the End Sleeve directly with a metal hammer as this may cause damage to the end
sleeve.

Fit the spring in the axle hole in the End Sleeve

Fit axles, Standard (solid plastic bearing) into the lower
row and Deluxe (Metal clad rubber sealed ball race)
into the upper row. Again a video of this is on our
website and instagram page under DIY tips

The lower row of poles (with Standard axles) are then tted in-between the lower pair of runners
attached to the brackets. It is easiest to insert one end into the elongated slot of the runner, then
press on the free axle to compress the spring and push the pole assembly to compress the end
already inserted. The free end can then be easily swung into place and the pressure on the axle
released ensuring that the axle enters the elongated slot in the other roller support
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When the pole is inserted into its runners, rotate the
pole to ensure that the sleeve is xed and does not
interfere on the bracket

